Islander 10: Santorini/Mykonos
7 Nights

Luxury Collection
Greek Island Resort Vacations
Overview
Lifetime Discovery staff will welcome you for this vacation of a lifetime to discover the magical
destination of Santorini for a 3- night luxury vacation s followed by a hydrofoil boat ride to
Mykonos to enjoy 4 nights of delight at this destination known for the best nightlife to be found
in all of Greece. You will be greeted by the sparkling blue seas that will capture your eyes and
pass the time in a whirlwind. Your trip begins with a blank canvas waiting to be painted; the
details of the discovery are up2U. Allow us to help you design a luxury vacation on your own terms
and have the time of your life.

Here is a sample of a lifetime discovery of the Greek Islands.

Highlights
The ISLANDER 10 : Santorini/Mykonos
3 nights Mystique Hotel, 4 nights Grand Hotel

Santorini
Mystique Hotel
3 nights
Welcome to the Santorini!
Santorini is unlike any other place on earth, with its hotels carved into the sides of the
cliffs and the rocks. Vacationers in Santorini can enjoy this mystic destination and connect
with an environment and history that can justifiably be called unique.
A violent volcanic eruption destroyed the original landmass of the island, but the result
was a place of remarkable beauty. Famous for being the lost civilization of Atlantis,
Santorini provides unforgettable sunsets and extraordinary panoramic views, an
exquisite place to nest with a bird's eye view of the horizon.
Santorini is a lover’s paradise and it is an experience heard about more and more as
people have planned their weddings and honeymoons in this dream spot. Lifetime
Discovery, as always, will award you with special added values and plan that you will
leave with a discovery and vacation of a lifetime, assisting with arrival at your next stop.

Mykonos
Grand Hotel
4 nights

On the 4th day of your dream vacation you will be escorted from your boat or plane to
your hotel in Mykonos by your Lifetime Discovery liaison that will be at your side for
any and all plans that you want to make during this time of taking in one of the world’s
hottest jet set destinations.
While you relax on the island and enjoy the nightlife, you will also be awarded the special
added values provided by Lifetime Discovery, including a leisurely boat-trip around the
island.
Plan to spend your mornings on the beach, having a siesta in the luxury of your hotel at
mid-day. In the evening to prowl the famed the old city of Mykonos, with every brand
name of designer boutiques under the sun. The coffee shops will dazzle you. Even the
stones of the streets will dazzle you!
At the conclusion of this dream vacation your Lifetime Discovery personal assistant will
be there at your side to supervise checkout and boarding for your flight home or to your
next destination.

Have a safe trip home and come back soon!

Over 60 luxury hotels to choose from!!

